MOTIVATIONAL
TALKS / WORKSHOPS

CONTENT COVERED

CONNECTING THE
DOTS

“We conduct our personal and business ventures in a turbulent and dynamic world. To
achieve and sustain real success, accomplish significant goals and fulfil our purpose, we
must connect and balance all the important DOTS. This will allow us to operate at
maximum personal and professional efficiency.” – Peter van Kets

GRIT
(Nyamazela – Vasbyt)

IMPOSSIBLE IS
NOTHING!

RESOLVE –
Harnessing the passion
for success

ADAPT & THRIVE

“This presentation takes you on an inspiring life-changing journey demonstrating that, in
order to succeed in these turbulent times, we will need GRIT!
Studies have shown that the most significant predictor of sustainable success (both
personal and corporate) is perseverance, nyamazela, vasbyt……
“To truly understand ‘IMPOSSIBLE’, we need to take on those things we have previously
considered impossible. On that journey we will be faced with times where disaster seems
imminent. When we overcome that first moment of imminent disaster and then the next
and the next, we will begin to understand that the word ‘impossible’ is just a self-imposed
mental limitation.” – Peter van Kets
“If one is resolute about the journey ahead and passionate about achieving one’s vision,
then with the right processes in place we can achieve that which has been considered to
be impossible before.” – Peter van Kets
CORE THEMES:
• Vision • Passion and purpose • Collaboration • Risk and preparation • Strategy • Grit

PRESENTED BY

PETER VAN KETS
A professional extreme
adventurer, a highly
sought-after international
business inspirational
keynote speaker and bestselling author.
Globally known as a
specialist around business’
ability to persevere in a
dynamic and turbulent
economy.

A true South African story of perseverance in a changing world, focussing on:

KIM VAN KETS

• A positive attitude • Translating the dream into a goal • Developing discipline in the
good times • The power of reward • Not being immobilised by the enormity of a goal •
Finding creative alternatives when resources disappear • Preventative maintenance • The
value of collaboration • Managing change • Flexibility • Getting comfortable outside your
comfort zone.

Published author,
attorney, endurance
athlete and inspirational
business speaker
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